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Abstract 

The purpose of this qualitative study was to discover how Canadian emergency 

management professionals design their exercises and the common elements in the exercise 

design practice. Academic literature and practice guidance on exercise design was reviewed to 

identify themes in how exercises are designed.  Survey and interview methods were used to 

analyze how current emergency management professionals design their exercises.  Five key 

functional phases in the exercise design process were identified, along with additional 

considerations that need to be attended to when designing exercises. To date, limited research has 

been conducted on how professionals design exercises and the findings from this study help to 

address that gap. 
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Chapter 1: Study Introduction  

Emergency management exercises are designed to help organizations be equipped to 

respond to disasters. The need for an emergency exercise is often referenced in emergency 

management plans and legislation.  Exercises provide the opportunity to train people, practice 

emergency response plans, network amongst other professionals, and build the necessary 

experience to deal with a real disaster.  For these reasons, many organizations spend precious 

resources on designing and executing exercises every year.  Various institutions teach exercise 

design and some provinces have created their own related guides. However, there does not yet 

appear to be any form of standardized national guidance about how to design emergency 

exercises in Canada. Further, there does not appear to be strong link between the limited 

academic literature on exercise design and existing exercise design guidance. These perceived 

gaps were the impetus for this study.  

The main objectives of this study were to gain insight into emergency management 

exercise design practices in Canadian organizations and to use this knowledge to offer guidance 

for future practice. The guiding research question was, “What processes do organizations in 

Canada use to design their emergency exercises and what are the common elements in their 

emergency exercise design process?” This research question contained several sub questions:  

(a) Who is involved in the exercise design process?  

(b) What steps and considerations are taken when designing an exercise?  

(c) How does the exercise design process differ across different types of organizations?  

(d) What guidance could be offered to professionals based on the findings from this 

study? 
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It was envisioned that the answers to these questions would be an input into practical guidance to 

assist people in organization charged with designing emergency exercises.  

Emergency exercises test existing plans and help organizations better prepare for disaster 

response. The exercise design phase is incredibly important since it is where stakeholders are 

engaged and training objectives are established (Crichton & Kelly, 2012; Sinclair, Doyle, & 

Johnston, 2012). Emergency exercise design is referred to as the work that occurs prior to the 

conduct of a specific exercise (Crichton & Kelly, 2012; Government of Alberta, 2012; 

McCreight, 2011). This study focused on the design phase and did not examine the conduct or 

evaluation of an exercise.  

This research study used a multi-phase, qualitative approach. During the first phase of 

this study a literature review was conducted. This literature review analyzed exercise design 

guides provided by different provinces in Canada, academic research on exercise design, and 

exercise design guidance in the form of manuals and courses available to practitioners. The 

second phase of research involved the distribution of a survey (Appendix A) to emergency 

management professionals throughout Canada; the survey asked about their experiences with 

exercise design and their exercise design processes. From the survey respondents, interview 

participants were selected to provide further information about the design process.  

The structure of the remainder of this thesis is as follows. The literature review is 

presented in Chapter 2, followed by the methodology in Chapter 3 where the design for the study 

is explained.  The findings section in Chapter 4 then presents the analysis of the survey and 

interview data. The discussion section in Chapter 5 provides a comparison of the data from the 

literature review to the findings from the survey and interviews. Finally, recommendations for 

practice are discussed based on the findings of this study. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

The literature examined included academic journals, books, provincial exercise design 

guidelines, and available post-secondary exercise design course material. Various institutions 

throughout Canada offer emergency management certificates, and many post-secondary and 

government institutions offer emergency management exercise design courses and programs. For 

example, the governments of Alberta, Ontario, and Quebec offer online courses and make this 

information publicly available. The literature available from post-secondary education was 

sometimes limited to syllabi. Further, different institutions such as the Justice Institute of British 

Columbia, Government of Alberta, Government of Ontario prescribe exercise design procedures.  

Through analysis of the literature available on emergency exercise design, themes in 

what most authors believe are important steps in the exercise design process were identified. The 

priorities relating to sequencing in exercise design can be seen in how the authors choose their 

words when describing the different prescribed steps (Crichton & Kelly, 2012; Dettinger, et al., 

2012). The analysis of the similarities and differences in terminology was an important 

component in identifying common elements in the exercise design process.  

Exercise Design Definitions and Concepts 

To start a review of the literature on emergency exercise design, it is first important to 

understand definitions authors typically use. Crichton and Kelly (2012), Government of Alberta 

(2012), Government of Ontario (2016), Justice Institute of British Columbia (2009), Sinclair, 

Doyle and Johnston (2012), and FEMA (2008) similarly define an emergency exercise as a 

training activity that simulates a disaster event and tests plans, procedures, and policies. An 

understanding of the different terms used in exercise design is also important. There are three 

main phases in an exercise: exercise design phase, conduct phase, and improvement phase. In the 
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design phase, different steps are used to create an exercise based on participants’ needs, exercise 

objectives, and selected scenarios (Government of Alberta, 2012; Government of Ontario, 2016). 

The conduct phase, which follows from the design phase, is when the exercise is carried out 

(Government of Alberta, 2012; Government of Ontario Ministry of Health and Long Term Care, 

2009).  After the exercise has been conducted, a ‘hot-wash’ or debrief allows participants to state 

what they felt went right or wrong from the exercise (Justice Institute of British Columbia, 2009; 

Sinclair, Doyle, & Johnston, 2012;). This marks the beginning of the improvement phase, which 

is where the feedback from the exercise can be implemented to address gaps highlighted by the 

exercise  (Crichton & Kelly, 2012; Fagel, 2012; Government of Alberta, 2012; Government of 

Ontario, 2016; Jeong & Bozkurt, 2014; Sinclair, Doyle, & Johnston, 2012). These phases are 

generally viewed as a cyclical process and not as a one-time event. The exercise design phase is 

the central part of the design process which details major decisions about an exercise, including 

its scope, scenario, objectives, and stakeholder involvement. Therefore, the examination of the 

exercise design phase is the main focus of this study.  

The literature stated that there are two types of exercises: discussion-based (such as a 

tabletop exercises) and operations-based exercises (such as a hands-on exercise where people are 

actually in the “field” doing work they would be doing in a real situation, such as in a search and 

rescue exercise) (Government of Alberta, 2012; Government of Ontario, 2016; Justice Institute 

of British Columbia, 2009). The decision on the type and scope of the exercise is a fundamental 

part of exercise design (FEMA, 2008; Fagel, 2012; Government of Alberta, 2012; Government 

of Ontario, 2016; Justice Institute of British Columbia, 2009; McCreight, 2011). Discussion-

based exercises focus, as the term suggests, on discussion between participants; these types of 

exercises do not have many time restrictions and are considered lower stress events (Government 
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of Ontario, 2016; Justice Institute of British Columbia, 2009; Government of Alberta, 2012). 

Operations-based exercises are costlier and take longer to design than discussion-based exercises 

(Justice Institute of British Columbia, 2009; FEMA, 2008). The main focus of an operations-

based exercises is to validate plans and procedures, involve real time restrictions, and create a 

higher stress experience for participants (Government of Alberta, 2012; Government of Ontario, 

2016; Justice Institute of British Columbia, 2009).  

Conducting an exercise across Canada’s public and private organizations is often driven 

by a legislated mandate to exercise emergency plans, at a minimum, once a year; this is typically 

done through federal or provincial emergency management acts (Government of Alberta, 2013; 

Government of Canada, 2015; Government of Ontario, 2015). My observation of some of these 

exercises is that organizations have taken very different approaches from one another when 

designing their emergency exercise. While there are provincial and federal directives there is no 

specificity to the desired style or design process of an exercise. For example, Alberta Energy 

Regulator’s Directive 71 provides background on how organizations can design an emergency 

management exercise by citing Canadian Standard Association (CSA) Z-731 for oil and gas 

licensed facilities. It also provides more structure as to what types of exercises (tabletop or 

communications) need to be performed to remain a licensed user in good standing (Alberta 

Energy Regulator, 2009; Government of Alberta, 2013; Government of Canada, 2007). For 

organizations who have no legislated mandate to exercise (for example, a non-profit 

organization) or organizations with a legislated mandate to exercise but no guides on how to 

exercise this can lead to a less rigorous exercise that does not lead to being prepared for a 

disaster.  
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Literature Themes – Exercise Design Process 

There appeared to be two approaches when it comes to exercise design processes. The 

first group of authors state that an exercise design process has a specific set of steps, and these 

steps need to be performed in a certain sequence (Crichton & Kelly, 2012; McCreight, 2011; 

Government of Ontario, 2016). The process they offer is a cyclical process where the design of 

the exercise is divided into steps  (Ministry of Community Safety and Correctional Services, 

2015). Some authors note that the exercise design process is recurring to ensure plans and 

resources are continuously tested and validated (Crichton & Kelly, 2012; FEMA, 2008; 

Government of Alberta, 2012; Government of Ontario, 2016; Justice Institute of British 

Columbia, 2009; McCreight, 2011). The cyclical nature in exercise design means that the 

exercise design process keeps happening since exercises are not a one-time occurrence, so the 

steps proposed must be taken each time when an exercise is designed.  

The second approach has some patterns that align with the more rigid set of steps already 

mentioned, but these other authors have a more fluid way of thinking about exercise design 

(Sinclair, Doyle, & Johnston, 2012; Dettinger, et al., 2012; van Harperen, 2015). Certain 

elements need to be in place, but the number of steps taken towards a successful exercise can 

depend on the organization and its needs. This approach to exercise design process emphasizes 

the assessment phase to ensure that the right exercise is being done, at the right time, with the 

right people, and for the right purpose (Sinclair, Doyle, & Johnston, 2012; Dettinger, et al., 2012; 

van Harperen, 2015; Lonka, 2005; Kuban, 1996).  While these authors state the exercise design 

process was also cyclical, they did not indicate that the set number of steps needed to occur in a 

certain sequence for success. 
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Through the analysis of the literature it was observed that there were common patterns in 

approaches offered. While sometimes the authors differed on when in the process certain design 

aspects ought to happen, such as when to create exercise objectives or prepare messages, most of 

the literature suggested that certain steps were essential to the exercise design process (Crichton 

& Kelly, 2012; Fagel, 2012; Government of Alberta, 2012; Government of Ontario, 2016; 

FEMA, 2008). Six key functional areas in the exercise design process were identified based on 

the themes that emerged from the literature review. Since most of the literature analysed 

indicated that the order of steps mattered (Dettinger, et al., 2012; Sinclair, Doyle, & Johnston, 

2012; van Harperen, 2015) this study has taken the same view when grouping the common ideas 

about how to design an exercise. These common key functional areas as follows: (a) assessment 

of organizational needs; (b) determination of scope of the exercise; (c) development of the 

purpose in the exercise; (d) establishment of general exercise objectives; (e) articulation of a 

narrative summary, tasks, and structure, write major/minor events; and (f) preparation of 

messages. Within these key functional areas there are recommended steps and activities related 

to each of the phases in the exercise design process.  

Assessment of organisational needs. The literature related to this key functional 

component deals with needs assessment of the unique organizational needs, and the knowledge 

and capacity of participants. To start the exercise design process, an organizational assessment of 

the capability and knowledge level of participants should be conducted (Crichton & Kelly, 2012; 

Government of Alberta, 2012; Government of Ontario, 2016). The assessment also includes the 

examination of the preparedness levels within the community or organization to help ensure the 

right exercise is being done at the right time (Kramer, 2009; Kuban, 1996; Fagel, 2012; 
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Government of Ontario, 2016; Government of Alberta, 2012; McCreight, 2011; Sinclair, Doyle, 

& Johnston, 2012). 

Determination of scope of the exercise. Some authors believe that the scope of the 

exercise should be determined once the needs assessment is complete (Fagel, 2012; Government 

of Alberta, 2012; Government of Ontario, 2016 Kramer, 2009). The scope of the exercise refers 

to “the parameters within which the exercise activity will be conducted” (Government of Alberta, 

2012, p. 167).  With the knowledge of the gaps in skills and/or knowledge, the exercise designer 

can create an exercise to address them so that they can best learn new skills instead of 

overwhelm the audience (Justice Institute of British Columbia, 2009; FEMA, 2008).    

 Development of the purpose of the exercise. This identified key functional area 

requires exercise designers to write a purpose statement for their exercise. This is important to 

help ensure exercise’s direction toward specific accomplishments (Government of Alberta, 2012; 

Fagel, 2012; Government of Ontario, 2016). This stage in the design process will help identify 

which section of the emergency plan ought to be reviewed and/or what function ought to be 

practiced (Kuban, 1996; McCreight, 2011). This permits the proper evaluation, that is, the 

measurable parameters of success; the exercise design team therefore needs to be able to clearly 

articulate the goal of the exercise.  

Establishment of general exercise objectives. The literature related to this identified 

key functional area has to do with creating meaningful and achievable exercise objectives 

(Kramer, 2009; Fagel, 2012; McCreight, 2011; Government of Ontario, 2016; Kuban, 1996; 

Government of Alberta, 2012). The objectives are created based on consideration of the 

participants’ skills and knowledge, which were identified in the assessment phase (Kuban, 1996; 

McCreight, 2011). Objectives are also created after the exercise has its purpose statement in 
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order to ensure that these objectives accurately reflect the needs of the exercise; this step builds 

on the purpose statement by creating the objectives to ensure the purpose of the exercise can be 

met (Government of Alberta, 2012; Government of Ontario, 2016; McCreight, 2011).  

Articulation of a narrative summary, tasks, and structure, write major/minor 

events. This identified functional area in the design process results in a scenario or a narrative 

that will help ‘set the stage’ for participants when they start the exercise (Government of Alberta, 

2012; Government of Ontario, 2016). This narrative summary includes the following aspects:  

• define a general scenario; 

• create an event list; 

• list anticipated actions; 

• design specific tasks and inputs, and; 

•  create the narrative summary (Kuban, 1996; McCreight, 2011; Kramer, 2009).  

Through the creation of the story that will guide the exercise, the exercise design team can create 

a realistic theme to direct the exercise and achieve objectives. A narrative summary creates a 

brief overview of both the exercise and the scenario (Government of Alberta, 2012). It also 

provides participants a sense of what they would otherwise see or know if they were at an 

emergency scene (FEMA, 2008; Kramer, 2009; McCreight, 2011). 

Through the creation of the event list and anticipated actions, the specific tasks and inputs 

for the participants can be created (FEMA, 2008; McCreight, 2011). This functional area of 

exercise development allows for the structure of the exercise to be developed. During this design 

phase, the exercise grows, becomes better developed, gains depth through the creation of tasks 

that participants are to perform  for each input, and evolves to a stronger exercise structure 

(Fagel, 2012; FEMA, 2008; McCreight, 2011; Government of Alberta, 2012; Government of 
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Ontario, 2016; Justice Institute of British Columbia, 2009). McCreight (2011) notes that the 

exercise design team needs to ensure clarity on how complex tasks will play out. 

Preparation of messages. In this identified key functional area, the exercise designer 

prepares inputs or messages (Government of Alberta, 2012; Government of Ontario, 2016) “by 

which expected actions are brought about” (Government of Alberta, 2012, p. 134). There are two 

different types of messages in an exercise, scripted and spontaneous (Government of Alberta, 

2012, p. 134). The prepared “messages support and compliment the exercise narrative and are 

crafted with the exercise objectives in mind” (Government of Ontario, 2016). Having messages 

allows the exercise to stay on track and meet pre-determined exercise objectives (Government of 

Alberta, 2012; FEMA, 2008). The messages in an exercise keep participants on script and should 

trigger their response actions. Unscripted, or spontaneous, messages were only very briefly 

mentioned in the literature since there was limited work to be done to prepare for these. 

Additional Considerations 

A number of authors, such as Kuban (1996) Kramer (2009), and McCreight (2011) 

identified process steps or activities that did not fit into any of the identified functional areas 

mentioned above; these other considerations still appear to be important to the exercise design 

process because they provide additional guidance to ensure an exercise can be adequately run. 

Some of these additional tasks can be considered to be outside of the exercise design process 

since they take place after an exercise has been conducted.  

The first additional consideration is safety systems. Kuban (1996), the Justice Institute of 

British Columbia (2009), the Government of Alberta (2012), and the Government of Ontario 

(2016) state that safety systems need to be in place, such as establishing a safety phrase to ensure 

that actual emergencies are not missed by participants thinking they are simulated exercise 
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injects. Keeping safety processes in mind is very important and must be a consideration through 

the entire exercise design process. These safety systems need to be considered through each step 

of an operations-based exercise to ensure that participants can safely perform all tasks being 

requested of them.  

The second additional consideration relates to the exercise design team. It was noted that 

creating appropriate meetings for everyone involved in the exercise team is important (Kuban, 

1996). Participants need to know what to expect from their exercise and of important dates 

(Fagel, 2012; Justice Institute of British Columbia, 2009; Kuban, 1996). Simulators and 

controllers need to know what the control mechanisms are for the exercise to keep everything on 

track (Kuban, 1996; McCreight, 2011). Additionally, the right levels of approval must be 

obtained to ensure the success of the exercise (Kuban, 1996; McCreight, 2011). And finally, 

McCreight (2011) and Kuban (1996) emphasize the importance of evaluation tools and an 

evaluation team. Evaluators need to know how to take and compile their notes for the immediate 

after-exercise debrief for people to explain things that went positively and points for 

improvement (Kuban, 1996). 

Summary 

This literature review examined the published works available on exercise design to 

identify themes in recommended exercise design processes. The literature on exercise design 

processes was limited; most the literature focused on the importance of organizations conducting 

exercises. Nonetheless, there were some common elements of the design process that the 

literature highlighted as being important. The examination of the literature on emergency 

exercise design shows there are some common processes related to the design of emergency 

management exercises. While the literature presents excellent material on exercise design 
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processes, it remains prescriptive rather than being a study of practice (FEMA, 2008; Fagel, 

2012; Government of Alberta, 2012; Government of Ontario, 2016; Justice Institute of British 

Columbia, 2009; Kuban, 1996; McCreight, 2011; Sinclair, Doyle, & Johnston, 2012); this study 

addresses this gap in knowledge about the actual practice of exercise design.   
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Chapter 3: Methodology 

The aim of this study was to investigate the processes used by organizations in Canada to 

design their emergency exercises and identify the common elements in their emergency exercise 

design process. The practical application of the findings from this study could help emergency 

management professionals across Canada design their exercises since there was an apparent gap 

in knowledge in the exercise design field.  This study seeks an understanding of emergency 

management exercise design practices from published materials and the study of actual practice 

by current professionals.  The guiding research question for this study was, “What processes do 

organizations in Canada use to design their emergency exercises and what are the common 

elements in their emergency exercise design process?”  To effectively respond to this research 

question, it was necessary to answer the following sub-questions: Who is involved in the 

exercise design process? What steps and considerations are taken when designing an exercise? 

How does the exercise design process differ across different types of organizations? What 

guidance could be offered to professionals based on the findings from this study? 

The research questions were answered through these qualitative methods. A preliminary 

literature review informed the way the survey questions were developed, and the survey allowed 

interview participants to provide information that was not addressed in survey questions, such as 

additional considerations when designing the exercise.   

Research Design and Rationale  

Several factors influenced the selection of the research methodology employed in this 

study. A qualitative study allowed the opportunity to examine the current practice of study and 

the relationships and inferences between different concepts. This was an important component of 

this study because it helped in the identification of key functional areas from the literature and in 
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the development of the survey of exercise design processes. In order to analyse and understand 

the patterns and relationships among concepts, ideas, and impressions, content analysis methods 

as described later in this chapter, were also utilized  (Busch, et al., 2012).   

Qualitative research.  Creswell (2014) describes a qualitative study as: 

“a means for exploring and understanding the meaning individuals or groups ascribe to 

social or human problems. There are multiple reasons to use a qualitative study, these 

include: 

• The research is taking place in a natural setting; 

• Several methods have been employed; 

• The researcher has taken a personal filter to the data; 

• There are personal interactions; 

• The analysis is multifaceted; and 

• Multiple strategies have been employed” (Creswell, 2014, p. 185).   

This study followed the criteria for a qualitative study mentioned above. The study took place in 

a natural setting since there was no artificiality to the setting where survey and interviews were 

performed. The principle researcher drew from professional experience to inform the design of 

the survey and to interpret the findings. There were personal interactions with respondents during 

the interview portion of this study. Lastly, multiple methods were used in this study. This study 

applied qualitative research methodology in order to answer the research questions. This study 

also applied some of the concepts from the content analysis methodology (Creswell, 2014; 

Busch, et al., 2012). Content analysis has been defined as “a research technique for making 

replicable and valid inferences from texts (or other meaningful matter) to the contexts of their 

use” (White & Marsh, 2006, p. 23). This study analysed academic texts, available course 
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materials, and guides from public institutions. A requirement for robust content analysis is that it 

be objective and systematic in the analysis of data (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005; Krippendorff, 2013; 

White & Marsh, 2006). This study took a qualitative approach to content analysis when it came 

to grouping the different themes that emerged from the literature, survey, and interviews.  

Research sites. The study focused on understanding exercise design practices in 

organizations operating within Canada, within the public, private and not-for-profit (or 

voluntary) sectors. A survey was offered to emergency management practitioners from across 

Canada. However, based on available survey respondents, only organizations from three 

provinces were represented in this study; these were Ontario, Alberta, and Quebec. One 

additional person from New Brunswick was included in the interview phase to be able to have 

additional provincial representation. Respondents and interviewees provided information via 

phone or Skype from their own geographic location and did not need to travel.  

Data sources and collection methods. The data collection for this study unfolded in 

three phases. The first phase was a literature review, the second, a survey, and the third and final 

step in the process of gathering data involved the conduct of nine interviews.  

Literature review. The literature was the first step in the research process. The literature 

review included academic journals, books, and exercise design course materials and guides from 

public institutions (such as provincial governments) and post-secondary institutions. The 

literature was analysed to look for patterns based on similarities in the exercise design processes 

proposed by each author (Busch, et al., 2012; Creswell, 2014; Marshall & Rossman, 2016). 

These identified patterns were presented in Chapter 2 as key functional areas in the exercise 

design process.  
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Survey. The survey garnered a significant amount of data on exercise design from 

practitioners throughout the country. Since the survey was open for respondent participation 

during the majority of the literature review process, the questions for the survey regarding 

exercise design options were created from an initial, smaller literature review, which was mostly 

composed of provincial exercise design guidance documents, and were further informed by my 

professional experience and the professional experience of this thesis’ first research supervisor. 

The survey questions asked about the respondent profile and then asked participants to rank 

order 13 exercise design steps based on their experience. The survey was hosted by Google on 

Google Forms and was made available to respondents for three months (February 29 to May 29, 

2016).  

Respondents were contacted through an email which outlined the research project. The 

email was distributed to practitioners who fit the research inclusion criteria, which was 

emergency management professionals with direct experience in exercise design. Practitioners 

were also asked to forward the survey to anyone they felt was an appropriate person to include in 

the study. The principal researcher directly contacted 13 people on February 29, 2016 through 

email to ask for their participation in the survey. These 13 people were identified through the 

principal researcher’s professional network. The survey was also posted on professional 

networking sites (LinkedIn, and the Canadian Risks and Hazard Network (CRHNet)). Potential 

participants and other professionals were asked to forward this email to others who are involved 

in the design of emergency exercises; this approach for participant recruitment is known as 

snowball sampling (Creswell, 2014; Marshall & Rossman, 2016). Snowball sampling allows 

researchers to connect with an increasing number of people by using participants’ networks to 
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reach people that would have otherwise been out-of-contact to the researcher (Creswell, 2014). 

In total, 21 respondents participated in the survey. 

Interviews. Following the survey data gathering, interviews were conducted with nine 

select individuals. Interview questions were informed by the patterns of practice identified 

through the literature review and survey answers. Interviews provided further insight into 

exercise design processes and allowed for supplemental questions to respondents. Semi-

structured interviews were used to explore the exercise design process and create more depth to 

the information already collected (Marshall & Rossman, 2016).  The semi-structured interview 

approach helped validate the data already collected previously through the literature review and 

survey (Creswell, 2014). The interview process also let interviewees have an active role in the 

interview by asking questions about the study, the process of the research and bringing up 

additional points that are relevant to the exercise design processes.  

Three interviewees were selected from each sector (first responders, industry, and public 

organizations) and to reflect various regions in Canada. To increase representation from all 

sectors, the supervisor of this study contacted someone from New Brunswick to see if he would 

be willing to be interviewed. He was the only person interviewed who did not participate in the 

survey.  The interviews were conducted by phone, lasted approximately 60 minutes, were 

recorded, and were transcribed by the principal researcher. The full interview guide appears in 

Appendix B. 

Data analysis.  The literature was the first set of data collected to be analysed. This was 

done by studying the different exercise design methods proposed within the literature examined. 

Each step as described in the literature was placed on a post-it note and placed on a surface to 

visually represent where each authors’ proposed steps fit in the exercise design process. This was 
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helpful in visualizing the patterns and relationships between steps as identified in the literature. 

The first column represented what each author noted was the first step in exercise design; once 

all literature was analysed, this table was further analyzed to see if there were patterns in what 

authors noted ought to be the first step in exercise design (Busch, et al., 2012). This approach to 

data analysis as described above helped identify key functional areas that appear to be essential 

to an exercise design process. Figure 1 illustrates the process on the sorting of the exercise 

design steps as discussed in the literature. These results were discussed in Chapter 2.  

 

Figure 1: Grouping of patterns in the literature 

The survey data was also analyzed thematically to find patterns in the way study 

participants design their exercises (Busch, et al., 2012; Marshall & Rossman, 2016). Once the 

survey closed, all answers were posted on post-it notes on a surface. Under a column titled “one” 

all the answers to what respondents thought was the first step in exercise design were included in 

this column. These columns were then analysed to look for patterns. A similar process was used 

to analyze data related to the questions regarding stakeholder involvement and additional 

exercise design steps.  The survey questions were divided into four categories: 

1) Respondent Profile: These questions create insight into the type of person answering 

the survey such as, industry background and years of experience 
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2) Exercise Design: This is where respondents selected the steps they performed from a 

list and the sequence these were performed (See Appendix B). 

3) Additional steps: This question asked for people to identify steps they take in the 

exercise design process that were not listed as an option. 

4) Stakeholder involvement: In this section of the survey, respondents identified any 

internal and external stakeholders they worked with during the process and asked if 

they would be willing to be interviewed. 

Content analysis methods informed the analysis (Stemler, 2001; Marshall & Rossman, 2016; 

Creswell, 2014). The patterns from analysis of survey data are presented in Chapter 4.  

The interviews were analysed in a similar manner as the literature and survey. The 

interview data related to steps in the design process were compared based on the order of steps 

each person indicated they followed. The additional considerations were analysed based on how 

often particular messages repeated themselves from the different interviews (Stemler, 2001). 

When patterns were identified, the raw interview data was examined again to ensure that the 

patterns identified matched what people had said and could be referenced with quotes. The 

findings from the interview data can be found in Chapter 4. After the survey and interview data 

had been analyzed, the findings from the literature review, survey, and interview were compared 

using a large whiteboard and wall space where ideas could be clearly displayed to identify the 

emerging themes (Busch, et al., 2012; Creswell, 2014). The findings from this comparison are 

discussed in Chapter 5. 

Rigour and trustworthiness. When looking at the rigour and trustworthiness of a study 

is important to note that:  
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“there is no ‘golden key’ to judging validity or rigour, robust procedures have been 

developed to help knowledge based practitioners ascertain whether or not a knowledge 

claim can provide them with sufficient confidence to base their practice upon it” (Porter, 

2007, p. 85).  

The claims made by this study are based on relevant, current, and pertinent data analysed using 

qualitative methods. This research has complied with the necessary ethics board approval and 

was conducted in an ethical and legal way according to Royal Roads university’s guidelines. The 

Royal Roads University Ethics Approval can be found in Appendix D. The focus and approach in 

this study was to ensure the research was conducted in a manner that was accessible and of value 

to emergency management professionals (Pawson , Boaz, Grayson, Long, & Barnes, 2003). The 

small sample size of survey respondents does not represent the full diversity of the emergency 

management profession in Canada. In order to best achieve rigour and trustworthiness of this 

study, a literature search was conducted, survey results were systematically examined, and the 

interview data was analysed and was used to help validate the survey results. 

Researcher role. The role of the principal researcher in this study has been to collect and 

analyse data, while respecting all participants’ rights and privacy requirements. I have over six 

years’ experience in exercise design, exercise conduct, and exercise evaluation, which played a 

role in the interpretation of the data. This experience was helpful in the analysis of the literature, 

but it could also lead to bias. To minimize this risk the raw data is presented as evidence to 

support presentation of the findings. Further, the principal researcher’s role in this study was to 

contact people to participate in the survey, and while some of that was done through other 

networks, such as CRHNet, some people were emailed directly by the research because of their 

connection with the researcher through professional networks. 
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Study limitations. The finding from this study are limited to the practices of people in 

organizations within Canada who responded to the survey. Despite efforts to ensure pan-

Canadian representation, survey responses were received only from Alberta, Ontario, and 

Quebec. A limitation experienced was the limited amount of published material on the topic of 

exercise design and this was part of the motive for the study.  Further, the primary focus of the 

literature review was on identifying common steps in the exercise design process, rather than 

providing a comprehensive review of the literature on emergency management exercises. An 

additional limitation was that the survey asked participants to rank order a set of steps that was 

provided to them, rather than asking them to list the steps they each followed in the design 

process. However, the survey did give space for additional considerations, and further 

opportunity to describe steps in the design process was provided during the interviews.  

Additionally, because of the qualitative nature of the study it is difficult to make a conclusive 

statement about the exercise design practices of the emergency management community in 

Canada, particularly given the small sample size. Further, while no differences in practices across 

sectors or provinces were identified, it was recognized that the survey and interview questions 

did not fully give space to explore the sub-question about how exercise design processes might 

differ in different organizational contexts. 

The study was also limited by access to relevant documentation. Since Canada is a 

bilingual country and the primary researcher is only fluent in English, there may be some 

publications in French that remain unexamined due to this language barrier. Some industries 

(e.g., nuclear facilities, banks and airports) have restrictive security protocols making their 

documentation inaccessible to the public. Some post-secondary institutions were similarly unable 
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or unwilling to share their curriculum for this study and only provided required texts and course 

syllabi.  

Summary 

The data collected through a literature review, the distributed survey, and interviews 

helped answer the research questions presented. The study was a qualitative study that drew from 

content analysis methods. This approach was helpful in answering the research questions because 

it grounded the study in the patterns found in the data. The various data collection and analytic 

methods contributed to the rigour and trustworthiness in the study. Examination of the patterns 

from different data sources limited the bias. The practical knowledge gained from survey 

respondents and interviewees addressed a noted gap in the literature. 
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Chapter 4: Findings 

The aim of this chapter is to present the findings from the data gathered through the 

survey and the interviews.  These findings support answering the guiding research question, 

which was, “What processes do organizations in Canada use to design their emergency exercises 

and what are the common elements in their emergency exercise design process?” This research 

question contained several sub questions:  

1. Who is involved in the exercise design process?  

2. What steps and considerations are taken when designing an exercise?  

3. How does the exercise design process differ across different types of 

organizations?  

4. What guidance could be offered to professionals based on the findings 

from this study? 

This chapter presents the findings from analysis of the survey and the nine interviews that were 

conducted for this study.  

Survey Respondent Profile 

The survey had a total of 21 respondents, this included 15 people from Alberta (71.4%), 

five from Ontario (23.8%), and one from Quebec (4.8%). Their background varied and included 

10 from provincial government (47.6%), eight from the military (38.1%), five from industry 

(23.8%), five from municipal government (23.8%), three from public-private partnerships 

(14.3%), two from fire services (9.5%), two from non-profits (9.5%), one from police services 

(4.8%), and one from federal government (4.8%).  Most of the data presented will not add up to a 

100% since respondents had a “check all that apply” option.  A majority of the respondents, 66% 
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(14 out of 21), indicated that their experience in emergency management involved more than one 

field.  

Respondents were asked about the level of experience they had in the exercise design 

field. The experience level of participants was varied, with eight people having over 16 years of 

experience in the emergency management or exercise design field (38.1%), and seven people 

who only had one to five years of experience (33.3%). Most respondents had significant 

experience in designing, evaluating, and conducting an exercise. Respondents reported that in the 

previous five years: 

•  66.7% of them (14 people) had designed seven or more exercises;  

• 55% of them (11 people) had evaluated seven or more exercises, and; 

•  66.7% of them (14 people) had conducted seven or more exercises.  

While most respondents indicated that they received training from various sources (public sector 

courses, industry courses, post-secondary institutions), a majority (95.2%, 20 people) indicated 

they received their exercise design knowledge primarily through on-the-job training and some 

also noted they had additional training from other sources. Of the 20 people who indicated they 

received their exercise design knowledge through on the job training, four (20%) indicated they 

only received on-the-job training, while six (30%) noted that their exercise design knowledge 

came from public sector courses and on-the-job training, three (15%) indicated they received on-

the-job training, public sector training, and industry courses, three noted they received on-the-job 

training, and post-secondary institution courses, and three noted they received on-the-job 

training, post-secondary institution courses, and public-sector courses, and one (5%) person 

indicated they received on-the job-training and industry courses.  
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Exercise Design Process: Survey Findings  

The findings from the research are broken down to help answer the sub-research 

questions. First, to find what stakeholders are involved in the exercise design process. Second, to 

find what exercise design steps respondents perform and when. Lastly, to find any additional 

considerations that need to be taken into account that were not mentioned in the exercise design 

steps.  

Stakeholder Involvement.  One of the study’s sub-questions was to know who is 

involved in the exercise design process. Respondents identified numerous internal and external 

stakeholders involved in the exercise design process. Internal stakeholders refer to people within 

their own organization but in different departments. Respondents identified the following 

internal stakeholders as part of the exercise design process: 

• Relevant business units 

• Executive/senior management 

• Technical specialists 

• Public affairs 

 External stakeholders refer to people important to the exercise outside of their 

organization. Respondents indicated the following external stakeholders ought to be involved in 

the exercise design process:  

• External organizations likely to be involved in the scenario chosen scenario   

• Copy-holders of the Emergency Response Plan 

• Building tenants 

• Provincial and/or federal partners 

• Relevant non-governmental organizations 
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• Clients 

 Respondents’ answers seem to indicate that the stakeholders to involve through the 

exercise design process ought to be people who are relevant to the exercise objectives and/or 

subject matter experts. Further, it is evident that more external than internal stakeholders are 

involved in the exercise design process. These findings are interesting because stakeholder 

involvement was not often mentioned as a significant point in the literature.  

Exercise Design Steps. Respondents were asked to rank order 13 options regarding the 

steps they take in the exercise design process. These options were based on a preliminary 

literature review, and also informed by professional experience of the principal researcher and 

supervisor. The full list of options available for respondents is in Appendix A. Some respondents 

skipped some of the options listed. Respondent answers were grouped based on the order of the 

steps they made in their selection to help identify patterns in the order of steps in designing an 

exercise.  The activity choices that were most often selected for the perceived sequence of steps 

in the design process can found in Table 1; this table only reflects the selections that received the 

most number of responses.  

Table 1: Grouped Survey Responses About Order of Steps in Design Process 

Respondents’ Perceived 

Sequence of Step 

Activity Choices Number of Respondents 

Who Selected the Activity 

Option 

1 Review current risks 7 

Review past events, exercise 

response 

8 

2 Review current risks 6 

Review past events and 

exercise response 

6 

3 Review emergency plan 5 

Identify area(s) of concern 6 
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4 Identify area(s) of concern 5 

Examine organizational 

capabilities 

4 

Create exercise objectives 4 

Review exercise training plan 4 

5 Determine exercise type, 

scope, and purpose 

6 

6 Determine exercise type, 

scope and purpose 

7 

7 Devise expected outcomes, 

actions, and metrics 

3 

Create exercise objectives 3 

Review exercise training plan 3 

Determine exercise type, 

scope, and purpose 

3 

8 Devise exercise structure 6 

9 Create Master Scenario Event 

List 

4 

Create exercise objectives 3 

Devise exercise structure 3 

10 Create scenario task injects 5 

11 Create scenario task injects 4 

12 Create Master Scenario Event 

List 

2 

Devise message options and 

structure management 

2 

Review plan  2 

Create scenario task injects 2 

13 Devise message options and 

structure management 

5 

Review emergency plan 3 
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Analysing the data in Table 1, there appeared to be patterns in the way respondents 

ordered the steps they follow in the design process. First, some steps appeared to come before 

others. Second, some steps dealt with similar types of things and were similarly ranked. Through 

analysis of the ranking of steps in the design process, six thematic clusters of steps were 

identified. The patterns in clustering of steps is as follows. 

The majority of respondents selected activities as step one or step two that dealt with 

reviewing plans, risks, and past events. Thus, a pattern was that most respondents ranked that 

these different types of assessment need to happen at the beginning of the exercise design 

process.  

Continuing the analysis of the activities with the highest ranking for the next set of steps, 

the following steps were grouped together: 

• Review emergency plan  

• Identify area(s) of concern 

• Examine organizational capabilities 

• Review exercise training plan 

• Create exercise objectives 

• Determine exercise type, scope, and purpose 

These steps had the most number of people select them for steps three, four, five, six, and seven. 

The key ideas identified by respondents’ selection was to create purpose and direction to the 

exercise.  Many respondents indicated these activities happened after reviewing and assessing 

what ought to be done. This activity grouping was named ‘determine exercise type, purpose and 

create objectives’ since this seems to capture the ideas presented by respondents.  
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 Six respondents selected ‘devise exercise structure’ as the step that ought to happen next, 

so this was listed as step four.  The step that were next most selected was ‘create scenario task 

injects’. This was grouped with ‘create master scenario event list’ since they are related to create 

step five of the groupings which is ‘create scenario task injects’. The last grouping deals with 

message options and structure management. There was only one selection from respondent 

answers for this, which is ‘devise message options and structure management’. 

Taking a step back and analysing the ideas behind the survey steps identified, a main idea 

can be formed of what these survey steps represent. This analysis of ordering the steps 

respondents selected identified there to be six main steps in the design process, which follow a 

certain order. The data collected through the survey was essential in being able to create these 

groupings. The resulting patterns in the steps in the design process is shown in Table 2. This 

table is the visual representation on how the survey steps were grouped together. These are 

different from the groupings found from the literature since Table 2 is only looking at the 

patterns found in the survey results.  Based on the commonalities in answers, there were six 

activities identified from the survey results.  

Table 2: Patterns in the Steps in Exercise Design based Survey Results 

Step 

Number 

Activity Description Survey Steps 

1 Assess and review situation  Review current risks 

Review past events, exercise 

response 

2 Determine exercise type, purpose and 

create objectives 

Review emergency plan 

Identify area(s) of concern 

Examine organizational capabilities 

Review exercise training plan  

 

Determine exercise type, scope, and 

purpose 

Create exercise objectives 
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3 Devise expected outcomes, actions, and 

metrics 

Devise expected outcomes, actions, 

and metrics 

4 Devise exercise structure Devise exercise structure 

5 Create scenario task injects Create master scenario event list 

Create scenario task injects 

6 Devise message options and structure 

management 

Devise message options and 

structure management 

Thus, the survey findings suggest that there are six primary and sequential steps in the 

exercise design process based on patterns in the responses. These findings help to answer the 

second sub-research question which is: what steps are taken when designing an exercise? Table 2 

helps to answer this question since it begins to create clarity on what emergency management 

professionals are doing in practice when they design an exercise. 

Additional Considerations in the Design Process. In order to get a thorough 

understanding of the motives for using exercises, it was important to ask what the primary reason 

for conducting an exercise was. The reason respondents create an exercise is different from the 

exercise objectives. The exercise objectives are about the exercise itself, while the reason behind 

the exercise is why the exercise is being conducted in the first place.  A majority of people 

surveyed (95.2%, 20 people) noted that the primary reason they plan an exercise is to test plans. 

Other reasons for planning exercises were testing equipment or resources (85.7%, 18 people), 

testing personnel (61.9%, 13 people), meeting policy requirements (57.1%, 12 people), meeting 

legislated mandate (47.6%, 10 people). 

The survey gave participants with an opportunity to provide additional considerations in 

the exercise design process that were not listed as options in the survey.  Respondents were also 

asked if there were any additional steps they took in the exercise design process. Patterns in the 

responses to these questions were identified. Topics identified included engaging an exercise 

design team and subject matter experts, obtaining higher approval as necessary, ensuring the 

exercise was appropriate for the training audience, having proper documentation, and practicing 
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the exercise. Some of the guidelines analysed discuss these additional steps, but respondents 

noted these as additional considerations above the 13 steps provided so they are listed below. 

Each of these findings will be described in turn. 

 Design and exercise team. Seven respondents indicated there was a need to identify and 

assemble an exercise design team to be maintained through the exercise design process, and that 

this team should include both internal and external stakeholders. Respondents noted that when 

the correct internal and external stakeholders are involved the exercise can have a practical 

scenario. As stated by one of the respondents, “In my experience, people appreciate that and it is 

an easier way to learn as they can relate their experience to reality”. Further, respondents 

indicated that during the exercise design phase, it is also necessary to identify who the 

controllers, simulators, and evaluators will be for the exercise, along with appropriate training 

and briefings for them.  

Approvals. Another step respondents highlighted as a necessary consideration in the 

design process was to obtain higher level approval for the objectives and the exercise type, 

scope, and purpose. Respondents noted that this approval accomplishes a few things at once. It 

helps the exercise design team determine resource requirements and ensures that the exercise 

will focus on creating institutional resilience. One respondent noted that exercise participants 

need to feel that the exercise is being done to learn, not to just meet regulatory ‘check mark’. 

Gaining the higher approval will also work towards ensuring objectives match capabilities and 

that “the exercise [content] can actually be executed”.  

Audience. Respondents also noted that knowing the audience is an important 

consideration for exercise design. The exercise has to be at the right level to match participants’ 

training, skills, and competence level. Respondents suggested the “use of a graduated approach, 
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i.e., work way through training, drills, orientations, tabletops so people become familiar with 

their roles and responsibilities.” One of the suggestions put forward was to “test exercises as a 

learning opportunity with time for coaching”. Respondents also suggested to focus more on 

providing participants the opportunity to work through the processes to ensure people are 

learning rather than to simply go through a number of inputs. Respondents generally agreed 

about the need to ensure that exercise participants were adequately trained before running an 

exercise. Understanding if participants have the right level of training is generally a component 

of the assessment phase, but it seems that respondents felt that this was such an important 

component of exercise design that it needed to be mentioned again.  

Documentation. The development of appropriate reports was identified as being 

important so that the right information was going to the right people at the right time. So, the 

right reports had to be created for simulators, evaluators, and all other relevant exercise staff, and 

this includes the debriefing package. When creating the reports, respondents also noted that 

exercise participants need to know the after-action review requirements. Respondents felt 

strongly that exercise planning documentation was important to ensure that plans were 

adequately tested and that the plan review/revision after the exercise could be comprehensive. 

This documentation could include, exercise proposal, previous exercise reports, and participants’ 

training plans. Respondents noted that one did not need to “shy away” from knowing what 

worked well and what needs improvement, since this is one of the main goals of an emergency 

exercise.  

Practice. Lastly, a common pattern in the responses was that respondents thought there 

was a need to practice the exercise. Some suggested to “pilot [the exercise] on a few field staff 

(who would not participate in the full-scale exercise) prior to the exercise”, others suggested to 
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“run through exercise to identify shortfalls”. Having a dry-run of the exercise before it goes ‘live’ 

to participants will help identify some of the logistical gaps that may exist. Once the exercise is 

complete, respondents noted that the follow-up with stakeholders and participants is important to 

adequately capture areas for improvement.  

Survey Conclusion.  The findings from the survey were instrumental in being able to 

answer the research questions. Survey questions created an understanding regarding internal and 

external stakeholder involvement. There were patterns in the way respondent answered questions 

and six central steps in addition to these five additional considerations in the exercise were 

identified. It was also found that some steps came before others in the respondents’ design 

process. The respondents’ answers about the order of the steps and processes they take when 

designing an exercise are instrumental to being able to understand the processes Canadian 

emergency management professionals take in their emergency exercise design process. Table 1 is 

key in answering this study’s research question.   

Interview Findings 

Interview participants were selected based on the number of years in exercise design, the 

industry they worked in, and their geographic location. Only participants with five or more years 

of experience were selected. Nine interviews were conducted with respondents from Ontario, 

Alberta, Quebec, and New Brunswick, with respondents working in the first responder, public, 

and private sectors.  The people interviewed and the sector they work for appear in Table 3. 

There was greater representation from the public sector than from others. In the survey, 

respondents identified their work sector. To protect participants’ confidentiality, all names were 

changed, however the participants’ gender is not hidden. The interview questions can be found in 

Appendix B. The questions were simple, but conversations stretched to almost an hour for each 
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interview performed as interviewees elaborated on their answers to the interview questions and 

provided anecdotes from their experience.  

Table 3: Interviewees 

Name* Industry Province 

Doug Black Government New Brunswick 

Jane Blue Government Alberta 

John Green Government Quebec 

Larry White Government Alberta 

Sally Brown Industry Alberta 

Monica Pink Industry Ontario 

Rachel Grey Industry Alberta 

Ryan Yellow First Responder Ontario 

Joe Red First Responder Alberta 

*All names have been changed to protect participants’ confidentiality.  

The information received in the interviews added depth to the data already collected.  In 

the interviews, participants reaffirmed their ordering of steps listed in the survey, and then 

discussed the additional considerations that needed to be taken into account in the exercise 

design process. Further, an important finding was that there appeared to be little to no variance in 

exercise design practice between participants in different sectors. Also, most interviewees in this 

study reported that they chose their exercise design method because of what they were taught on 

the job, but also acknowledged that if they learned a better way of designing exercises that was 

backed by research they would then follow that method. The depth added by the interviews was 

that interviewees each identified critical elements in the exercise design process. Interviewees 

agreed that boosting participant’s confidence, engaging stakeholders, and creating measurable 

objectives were all important parts of an emergency exercise design process. Each of these 

themes will be briefly discussed in turn.  

Exercise purpose - boosting participants’ confidence. Interviewees all discussed that 

one of the reasons they exercise is to have people practice the role they would play in an 
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emergency or disaster. Through practice, people can learn to be comfortable in their role during 

an emergency. Interviewees indicated that boosting people’s confidence through an exercise was 

a very important consideration when designing it. They indicated that the exercise designer needs 

to be careful to not overwhelm its audience.  

Through experience, interviewees have learned that a better exercise is one where 

exercise participants are able to learn and engage with the scenario and boost their confidence. 

For example, on participant said, “exercises are meant to build confidence, so when an 

emergency does happen they are confident that they can do their job effectively” (Brown, 

personal communication, July 8, 2016). And Rachel Grey recommended to “match the level of 

realism to the level of competence or confidence. So, don’t throw someone into a live exercise if 

they have never been through anything before and they don’t have a chance to wrap their heads 

around it the way a tabletop would help them do” (Grey, personal communication, July 4, 2016). 

Through the conversation, Rachel stressed the importance of exercises to validate and test plans, 

but most importantly, to boost confidence. “In my perfect world,” she stated, “if I do my 

exercises right and I design it right, come emergency day, the people that I exercised will pick up 

the phone, they’ll hear there is an emergency, we need you to respond and they will say ‘ok, I am 

ready, I can do this”’ (Grey, personal communication, July 4, 2016). Accurate level of training 

through an exercise matters because if an exercise is conducted and people are overwhelmed by 

the exercise, you are only getting people’s stress response and they are not learning anything, 

and therefore the exercise can be a waste of time and resources.  

Interviewees also noted that a novice exercise designer may think that a bigger exercise is 

a better exercise, but through experience they have learned that this is not necessarily the case. 

They noted a better exercise is one where participants are able to feel confident about the role 
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they have participated in and confident that they would be able to do a good job during a real 

situation. Jane Blue mentioned large exercises that take hours to conduct and have 200 inputs; 

but said that through the years, she has changed her mind about these types of exercises since she 

“doesn’t think [these] accomplish much anymore” (Blue, personal communication, July 4 2016).  

She stated that “when you scale it back and allow people time to think about processes and 

brainstorm on things”, this strategy accomplishes much more than stressing people out. “During 

a real activation, you are under stress and don’t have time to think about these things. An 

exercise should provide you this opportunity” (Blue, personal communication, July 4 2016). Jane 

thought that by having smaller exercises, it allowed people an opportunity to think through 

problems and feel prepared for a real emergency. Similarly, John Green reinforced the need to go 

slow with an exercise, and said, “the temptation is to show everything, and have the big 

spectacle, but that is self-defeating. When that happens, it is too big, too fast, and the people are 

afraid” (Green, personal communication, July 6, 2016). His advice is to not teach people to be 

afraid of emergencies, but teach them that they have the right tools and knowledge to handle 

these events. John said you need to make sure everyone feels included when designing the 

exercise, and everyone has the opportunity to learn. Jane recommended to ensure that people 

know that you are “testing processes and assessing people” (Blue, personal communication, July 

4, 2016). This outlook can only be instilled by starting slow and building up from there.  

Further, interviewees indicated that while there is always a legislated mandate to 

exercise, the reason any organization should always do an exercise is to ensure its people have 

the confidence to handle any emergency.  Rachel Grey reinforced this by saying “exercises are 

needed… people will be in situations they don’t know, and you need to make that a safe situation 

for them… match the level of realism to the level of competence or confidence” (Grey, personal 
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communication, July 4, 2016). In summary, interviewees indicated that an exercise should 

always make participants feel more prepared than they were before the exercise and this should 

always be the purpose of holding one.  

Stakeholder Engagement. All interviewees stated the importance of engaging the right 

stakeholders and communicating with them thoroughly throughout the entire exercise design 

process. Three themes related to stakeholder engagement were identified. Interviewees indicated 

that interacting with subject matter experts was crucial to the development of the exercise, as was 

constant communication, and ensuring all perspectives were taken into consideration. 

Interviewees also linked appropriate stakeholder engagement to having a realistic exercise 

scenario, which contributes to the success of an exercise.  

Interviewees noted that engaging the right subject matter experts for the right exercise 

scenario early was very important. One method of engaging stakeholders that was identified was 

building an exercise design team. Jane Blue indicated that every exercise designed in her 

organization has an exercise design team involving emergency management professionals from 

her organization and from the agency that is engaged by the exercise content; for example, if the 

exercise “was going to involve water, we’d bring in water, if it was going to involve utilities 

we’d involve” the local utility company (Blue, personal communication, July 4 2016). Jane 

stated “it makes it more realistic to involve agencies. If we bring someone from, say water, the 

inputs will be more realistic than to try to come up with them on our own” (Blue, personal 

communication, July 4 2016). Similarly, in Larry’s experience, the exercise designer “needs 

access to subject matter experts” to ensure the exercise is realistic. He said, “if there is a train 

derailment [scenario] you need the people involved in [a train derailment] to keep it realistic…. 

You need to consult those from the industry that will help make it real” (White L., personal 
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communication, June 29, 2016). Similarly, Sally Brown noted that including subject matter 

experts can make a significant impact through the design process since they have the expertise to 

help guide the scenario to make it realistic. She noted that some of the most challenging elements 

in exercise design can be “all the little details” (Brown, personal communication, July 8, 2016). 

She stated that engaging subject matter experts through the design process can help when 

considering those little details; otherwise “someone comes up and says, ‘well that would never 

happen and here is why.’” (Brown, personal communication, July 8, 2016). Thus, an exercise 

design team should include subject matter experts related to the type of event used in an exercise.  

External stakeholders were also identified as playing a key role in the design process. For 

example, Monica Pink (2016) indicated that once the exercise terms of reference are created and 

approved, external stakeholders are engaged to work alongside company participants. 

Interviewees also noted that external stakeholders are consulted with when they are the subject 

matter experts in the scenario being used. For example, if a government department is doing an 

exercise based on a flood, they may contact the local company that handles the water treatment 

of the area to check how a flood would impact the drinking water and at what levels of high 

water would the treatment plant be in danger.  

Another reason for engaging stakeholders is to ensure the exercise integrates different 

stakeholder perspectives. Through his work with the province, Larry helps organize a provincial 

exercise that involves all ministries. He therefore knows he needs ‘buy-in’ from the ministry 

representatives. The representatives from the ministries, known as the Consequence Management 

Officers (CMOs), need to be highly engaged to be able to create a scenario that can exercise all 

ministries. During the interview, he said, “traditionally, there is varying level of engagement 

from the CMO. There is no mechanism to compel those people to work” (White L., personal 
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communication, June 29, 2016). He said that this motivation is the biggest challenge they face 

when it comes to exercise design since the CMO engagement is what “produces the good 

scenarios and the good events and makes them worthwhile” (White L., personal communication, 

June 29, 2016). Larry added that engaging the CMO’s is the best way to ensure that participants 

know the exercise is truly for them. He said that if people know that, and “can feel important 

enough,” that their voices, input, and opinions truly matter and will be taken into consideration, 

then they are more engaged.  

 Stakeholder agreement on objectives, scenarios, and inputs was another related theme 

that emerged from the interviews. For example, the biggest challenge that Joe has seen in his ten 

years of designing exercises has been “getting all the stakeholders to agree” (Red, personal 

communication, July 5, 2016). He said you will have numerous stakeholders with different 

priorities and different objectives and you can’t please everyone” (Red, personal communication, 

July 5, 2016). Joe emphasized the important of recognizing all internal and external stakeholders 

to “figure out which ones are the main players, which ones give you funding, which ones are for 

main objectives” (Red, personal communication, July 5, 2016). He also stressed throughout the 

interview that involving all the stakeholders from start to finish, with constant, clear 

communication is very important. 

Strong communication skills helped to ensure that stakeholders are aware of the 

processes and what is happening at all time of the design process. Ryan (2016) indicated his 

strategy is to engage stakeholders through constant communication and ensure the mission 

analysis is clear; a mission analysis includes exercise objectives and evaluation guidelines. These 

stipulations are important because people are responsible for working on their own part of the 

exercise, and stakeholders that are highly motivated will create more meaningful inputs. 
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Constant communication between everyone ensures there is a solid exercise planned with no 

unknown gaps to derail the scenario or learning opportunities. Further, Monica Pink (2016) noted 

the importance of constant communication with external stakeholders. She stated that when 

planning for a current exercise, she is in communication with stakeholders during the last nine 

months through conference calls every three weeks. She indicated that constant communication 

is essential, making sure stakeholders and participants know and understand exercise objectives 

are incredibly important. 

A major reason all interviewees indicated that stakeholder engagement was important 

was to add realism to the exercise. A realistic scenario helps participants fully engage in an 

exercise, and when participants are engaged in the exercise and connected to the scenario, they 

can better learn and practice the skills necessary, and the exercise can better meet its objectives. 

This inclusion of experienced but external individuals adds realism and evens out the workload 

(White L., personal communication, June 29, 2016; Blue, personal communication, July 4 2016; 

Green, personal communication, July 6 2016; Black, personal communication, July 13, 2016). 

The reason why realism is important in an exercise, as Doug Black mentioned “you need the 

exercise to be as realistic as possible so that people learn good lessons. If the exercise isn’t 

realistic then people may learn bad lessons” (Black, personal communication, July 13, 2016). He 

further went on to state “being involved in a realistic situation and being exercised I think is a 

very positive and satisfying experience of the players and in fact for the people who are 

organizing and delivering the exercise. That’s success, is that the exercise simulates well enough 

the kind of real events that those people might have to manage in the future. If an exercise is 

unrealistic then it breeds cynicism you just don’t get good outcomes (Black, personal 
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communication, July 13, 2016). Creating a realistic scenario is a necessary part of the exercise 

design process since this will create an engaging learning situation for exercise participants. 

While participants noted that stakeholder engagement can be a challenging task, their 

participation in the design process was viewed as being essential to the success of an exercise. 

All interviewees stated the importance in ensuring the right stakeholders are engaged through the 

cycle. Engaging the right stakeholders is related to having a realistic scenario and creating strong 

objectives, for the subject matter experts that are engaged are able to provide the necessary input 

that an exercise design team may not have. 

Specific, Measurable, Realistic Objectives. All interviewees stated that an exercise 

needs objectives to ensure that it stays on track and that there is a way to measure of success. 

Creating the objectives for the exercises helps to determine the direction the exercise will take. 

Through the creation of objectives early in the process, the exercise design team is then able to 

measure the success of the exercise and determine areas of improvement for future training 

sessions.  

Rachel Grey stated that the first things to determine when designing an exercise are the 

goals and objectives because one needs to know the reason for the exercise and/or what plan, 

policy, or process is being tested. The objectives are important because “if I know why we are 

doing this, then that dictates the kind of scenarios we are going to use, the level of realism, 

whether it is an orientation, tabletop, functional, or full-scale exercise, the participants that 

should be there, the time we have to get it done, and the rigor around the documentation that is 

needed” (Grey, personal communication, July 4, 2016). Similarly, Jane Blue (2016) indicated 

that a principle not to be overlooked in exercise design is to have clear, measurable, and 

achievable objectives for the exercise. She said it is incredibly important to have objectives that 
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can be measured and that can be clearly achieved. She used the acronym SMART objectives; 

Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, and Time-Sensitive. She stated that if these can be 

decided upon early in the exercise process, they make the exercise much stronger. Sally Brown 

also indicated that the objectives have to be set early in the process. Once the objectives have 

been defined, she said, “you design [your exercise] around that” (Brown, personal 

communication, July 8, 2016). 

All interviewees indicated that engaging stakeholders and creating the objectives in 

coordination with them was necessary early in the exercise design process. Interviewees also 

indicated that the objectives cannot be created and then ignored, they need to be consulted 

throughout the process to ensure the exercise is designed around the objectives and ensuring they 

will be met.  

Interview Findings Conclusion.   The interviewees came from varied backgrounds and 

industries, yet the steps they followed in the exercise design process was found to be very 

similar. They all appear to begin with assessment, and then determined scope, devised outcomes 

and metrics, design an exercise structure, created the scenario, injects, and message options. The 

steps taken in the exercise design process did not appear to vary in a significant way. It was 

interesting that interviewees identified the same additional areas that need to considered through 

the design process, even though they are not part of a single ‘step’ in the process. The findings 

from these interviews contribute to be able to answer the research questions of this study. 

Summary 

 The pattern identified from the sequence of steps in participants’ exercise design 

processes in respondent answers is helpful in being able to answer the primary research question 

for this study. The interviews were able to expand on this data and add dimension. All 
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interviewees identified stakeholder engagement as both a key to success and a challenge. They 

also all indicated that through strong stakeholder engagement, an exercise can be successful, 

realistic, and engaging to participants, whereas low stakeholder engagement can often signify a 

poorly planned exercise. The need for specific and measurable objectives, clear and constant 

documentation, and realism throughout the scenario were all declared as vital components in the 

exercise design process. The patterns that emerged from the study create a solid base from which 

all research questions and sub-questions for this study can be answered since the findings create 

an understanding on the processes and elements in exercise design in Canada, on who is 

involved, the steps take, and how exercise design processes differ across different types of 

organizations  
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Chapter 5: Discussion, Recommendations, and Conclusion 

The aims of this chapter are to discuss the findings from the interviews and survey in 

relation to the literature, answer the study’s research questions, and provide recommendations for 

practice.  This study sought to answer: “What processes do organizations in Canada use to design 

their emergency exercise and what are common elements in the emergency exercise design 

process?” This research question led to the following sub-research questions: 

- Who is involved in the exercise design process? 

- What steps and considerations are taken when designing an exercise? 

- How does the exercise design process differ across different types of organizations? 

- What guidance could be offered to professionals based on the findings from this 

study? 

This chapter will begin with discussion about who is involved in the exercise design 

process, and then address the steps and considerations to be taken when designing an exercise. 

Recommendations for practitioners who design exercises will then be offered. The conclusion 

will summarize the contributions made through this study, as well as note the limitations this 

study faced.  

Exercise Design Process and Common Elements 

The emergency management field of study is relatively young and still growing, this 

means that the number of studies available are still limited. This study was able to bring to light 

what emergency management professionals are actually doing for emergency exercise design. 

The guides that were analysed for this study did not do this. This study was able to answer what 

processes organizations in Canada use to design their emergency exercise and the common 

elements. In order to do this it is important to refer back to the literature findings about the two 
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approaches on exercise design. The first approach suggests that exercise design has specific steps 

of steps to be performed in a certain sequence (Dettinger, et al., 2012; Sinclair, Doyle, & 

Johnston, 2012; van Harperen, 2015). The second approach suggested a more fluid view of the 

design process, with the view that certain elements have to be in place (Sinclair, Doyle, & 

Johnston, 2012; Dettinger, et al., 2012; van Harperen, 2015; Lonka, 2005; Kuban, 1996). Based 

on analysis of the literature, the survey data, and the interview data, it would appear that a more 

fluid approach, seems to reflect the findings of this study. There does not need to be a set number 

of steps that have to take place in exercise design, but there are a number of elements that cannot 

be overlooked.  

To understand the process that is used to design an exercise in Canada, it is important to 

keep in mind that there is a variability in the steps, but a distinct pattern that was identified. 

Through review of the literature, six key functional areas were identified where there was 

apparent agreement between the various authors about design activities. The survey results were 

able to confirm the processes included these key areas, while the interviews were able to expand 

on the design process and considerations. Analysing the results from the literature, survey and 

interviews there were certain themes that emerged that helped answer the main research 

questions. Through this analysis the process of emergency exercise design became apparent as 

the following five phases in sequence: (a) assessment; (b) review exercise training plan, 

determine exercise type, and create objectives by considering participants; (c) establish tasks, 

narrative events, and creative exercise structure; (d) devise message options, structure 

management, and prepare messages; and, (e) practice the exercise. These five phases of exercise 

design represent the main elements based on literature findings and reinforced by the survey and 

interview findings. Understanding these five phases begins to build an understanding on how 
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exercises are designed based on available literature and real-life application. The literature 

findings on exercise design were prescriptive on what ought to be done for an exercise, but the 

gap that was identified was that the literature does not speak on what is being done. This study 

has contributed to the field of practice by being able to advise on what emergency management 

professionals actually do when they design an exercise. Emergency management professionals 

from around the country were consulted for this study, from Albert to Quebec, and yet the 

processes they used to design an exercise followed the same patterns.  

Who is Involved in the Exercise Design Process 

Interviewees spoke about the importance of stakeholders in the exercise design process.  

The study findings showed that the stakeholders who ought to be involved included internal and 

external branches and/or agencies who had expertise related to the exercise who could help with 

the development of the scenario and objectives, and who would be active participants if the 

training scenario was a reality. There were patterns related to stakeholder engagement in exercise 

design in the survey and the interviews findings that were not identified in the literature. Survey 

respondents and interviewees both noted the importance of involving the right stakeholders early 

in the exercise design process can mean running a realistic scenario for participants where 

objectives are met. Interestingly, the literature indicates that stakeholders and subject matter 

experts ought to be consulted, but did not weigh the importance on this in the way that as the 

study participants did (Government of Alberta, 2012; Government of Ontario, 2016; Justice 

Institute of British Columbia, 2009).  

 A stakeholder group identified by survey participants was the exercise design team. 

Respondents indicated there was a need to identify and assemble an exercise design team, and 

that this team should include both internal and external stakeholders. The interviews expanded 
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on the importance of this consideration, noting that the right subject matter experts in the 

exercise design team can add high value and reality to the scenario chosen. The survey and 

interview findings indicate that during the exercise design phase, it is also necessary to identify 

who the exercise design team will be; this includes identifying who the controllers, simulators, 

and evaluators will be for the exercise, along with providing appropriate training and information 

briefings for them. 

The survey and interview findings identified another important internal stakeholder, who 

was the person(s) responsible for providing the approval for the exercise itself. This approval 

accomplishes a few things at once. It helps the exercise design team determine resource 

requirements and ensures that the exercise will focus on creating institutional resilience. One 

respondent noted that exercise participants need to feel that the exercise is being done to learn, 

not to just meet regulatory ‘check mark’. Gaining the higher approval will also work towards 

ensuring objectives match capabilities and that “the exercise [content] can actually be executed” 

(survey result, 2016). This was not an item mentioned in the literature, the survey and interviews 

were able to identify the importance on this item. The literature made note to involve 

stakeholders in an exercise, but no emphasis was placed on this. The importance of engaging the 

stakeholders is a significant find in this study and the contributions it provides to the emergency 

management field. Survey and interview results point towards the necessity of having strong 

stakeholder engagement in order to have a successful exercise.  

In summary, the answer to the question about who is involved in the exercise design 

process is answered with the understanding that all stakeholders who are involved in the 

scenario, subject matter experts, and those who approve the exercise ought to also be involved in 

the planning process. The patterns identified through the survey and interviews strongly indicate 
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that stakeholder engagement is a key component in a successful exercise design process, while 

the literature did not give much attention to this topic. Study participants emphasized stakeholder 

engagement was an important means of ensuring realistic scenarios and strong participant ‘buy-

in’. 

Steps in the Exercise Design Process 

The findings from the survey, interviews, and literature review were cross-referenced to 

each other to look for similarities and differences in the steps in the exercise design process. The 

literature provided the foundation to understand what is being prescribed for exercise design, and 

the survey and interviews were able to help understand what professionals are actually doing. 

Through the comparative analysis of the identified steps from the literature, the survey, and the 

interviews, five key functional phases, or steps, in the design process were identified.  Table 5 

presents the results of this comparative analysis and resulting grouping of steps in the design 

process into five key functional phases or main steps. The five areas are (a) assess needs, risks, 

and gaps; (b) review exercise training plan, determine exercise type, and create objectives; (c) 

establish tasks and narrative events, and create exercise structure; (d) devise message options, 

structure management, and prepare messages; (e) practice the exercise.  Each key functional 

phase includes a set of related steps in the design process. Each of the five key phases reflect 

commonalities in ideas. The only step identified in table 5 that was not identified in the literature 

and that was not listed in the survey as an option for a step was the final item, which is to 

“practice the exercise”. This step was identified through survey respondents’ answers about 

additional considerations and during the interviews it was reaffirmed that practice is something 

that ought to be done before the exercise is conducted. The answers from professionals in 

different sectors were also analysed for patterns and differences. There was no significant 
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difference in how people design exercises in different sectors. The remainder of this section will 

explain the logic behind the final grouping of steps and discuss the survey results and interview 

findings in relation to the literature. The creation of Table 5 is based on Table 2 where the 

patterns that were identified from the survey. Table 5 was created by looking for similar patterns 

from the literature and survey answers and identifying the areas that were most similar. The first 

phase was grouped together because the literature and survey discussed reviewing risks and 

assessing gaps for a first step. The second and third steps from Table 2 were combined and step 

one and two from the literature review were combined to create phase two in Table 5. These were 

combined to form phase two because these dealt with finding purpose to the exercise and 

creating objectives. Steps four and five from Table 2 and literature step five were combined to 

form phase three in Table 5. These were combined because they discussed narrative events and 

exercise structure. Lastly, step six from both Table 2 and the literature were combined to create 

step five in Table 5. These were combined because they deal with the messaging for the exercise 

itself. The findings from the interviews were able to broadly confirm that these were the general 

steps that were done when designing an exercise. The six steps found in the literature and the 

survey were able to be turned into five based on analysed patterns and similarities in thinking. 

Table 4: Five Key Functional Phases 

Key Functional 

Phase  

Description Literature 

Step(s) 

Survey Step(s) 

1 Assess needs, risks, 

gaps 

Initiate 

assessment phase 

Review current risks  

Review past events, 

exercise response 

2 Create objectives 

and determine 

exercise scope, and 

purpose  

Determine scope 

by identifying 

gaps in skills and 

knowledge 

Review emergency 

plan 
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Find guidance and 

purpose in the 

exercise 

Identify area(s) of 

concern 

Set general 

exercise 

objectives  

Examine 

organizational 

capabilities 

Review exercise 

training plan 

Determine exercise 

type, scope, and 

purpose 

Create exercise 

objectives 

Devise expected 

outcomes, actions, and 

metrics 

3 Establish tasks, 

narrative events, and 

create exercise 

structure 

Establish a 

summary, tasks, 

and structure 

Devise exercise 

structure 

Create scenario task 

injects 

Create master scenario 

event list 

4 Devise message 

options, prepare 

messages, and 

structure 

management 

Prepare messages Devise message 

options and structure 

management 

 

5 Practice the exercise   

 

Assess needs, risks, and gaps. The first key functional phase involves assessing 

organizational training needs, participant skill levels, reviewing the appropriate emergency plan 

and training plan, as well as current risks to the organization. This phase includes the 

examination of the preparedness levels within the community, or organization, to ensure the right 

exercise is being done at the right time (Government of Ontario, 2016; Kramer, 2009; Kuban, 

1996; Fagel, 2012; Government of Alberta, 2012; McCreight, 2011; Sinclair, Doyle, & Johnston, 
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2012). Through this phase, the organization reviews its risks, the events that have affected the 

organization in the previous years, and previous exercise outcomes, by doing so, an exercise 

designer can better understand what needs to be worked on in the future. The assessment phase is 

where the organization can gain an introspective look and ask why it is going to do this exercise 

at all, and what is the organizational level of preparedness (Crichton & Kelly, 2012; Government 

of Alberta, 2012; Government of Ontario, 2016; Grey, personal communication, July 4, 2016; 

White L., personal communication, June 29, 2016).  The assessment function in the design 

process allows an organization to understand the reasoning behind doing an exercise. The 

literature identified that performing needs assessment and taking an introspective look at the 

organizational needs is necessary to begin the exercise design process (Government of Alberta, 

2012; Government of Ontario, 2015; Justice Institute of British Columbia, 2009; Sinclair, Doyle, 

& Johnston, 2012), the survey findings supported the literature, and the interviews reinforced the 

importance of beginning the exercise design process with an assessment phase.  

Create objectives, and determine exercise type, scope and purpose. The second key 

functional phase identified in the literature, survey, and interview findings is to create objectives 

and determine exercise type, scope, and purpose. Each of these design activities will be 

discussed in turn. 

First, this functional phase is particularly focused at ensuring the exercise has direction, 

but central to the decisions that are taken, ought to be the participants and their skill level. The 

literature identified, and the survey and interviews confirmed that knowing and understanding 

who the audience is will help determine if the objectives of the exercise were successfully met. 

Participants can then measure improvement and progress at every exercise (Green, personal 

communication, July 6 2016; Black, personal communication, July 13, 2016). It is important to 
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understand any gaps in participants’ skills and knowledge as the purpose of an exercise is to 

enhance confidence, and planning an exercise that might be overwhelming for participants will 

not accomplish this (Blue, personal communication, July 4 2016; Black, personal 

communication, July 13, 2016; White L., personal communication, June 29, 2016;). As stated by 

Jane Blue (2016) during her interview, having clear, specific, and measurable objectives is 

important because they allow the organization to measure progress and success. A significant 

amount of time, effort, and collaboration from all stakeholders needs to go into creating the 

exercise objectives to ensure that they are appropriate, measurable, and specific to allow success 

for participants and the organization. The interview findings in particular emphasized the need to 

have specific, measurable, and clear objectives for the exercise.  

Once objectives have been established, during this functional phase a review of the 

training plan and the emergency response plan ought to be done to ensure the most effective 

exercise is selected. By reviewing these plans, it can be confirmed if the exercise will meet 

regulatory requirements. Understanding the training audience is important too since this gives 

insight into the skills and knowledge they may have. As Rachel Grey (2016) noted in her 

interview, participants are more willing to participate and be engaged in an exercise, and 

therefore learn more, if they know the exercise designer is taking into considering what they 

know, and what they don’t know, and things that may or may not have worked in previous 

exercises/incidents. Survey results and interviewees indicated that exercises are meant to build 

confidence, and this won’t be achieved by creating an exercise with a large scope when 

participants have limited knowledge in the procedures or processes being exercised.  Once this 

has been completed, metrics on how to measure the success of the objectives must be created. 

The interview findings emphasized the importance of objectives, stating that it is important that 
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the objectives created are specific, measurable, achievable, realistic, time-sensitive, and 

appropriate for the training audience. This creates the necessary documentation for exercise 

evaluators to be able to properly assess if an exercise has met the objectives it set out to 

accomplish.  

Once that is completed, the next activity is to determine scope, and purpose of the 

exercise. The scope of the exercise refers to “the parameters within which the exercise activity 

will be conducted” (Government of Alberta, 2012, p. 167).  This phase is important to help 

ensure exercise’s direction toward specific accomplishments. This stage in the design process 

will help identify which section of the emergency plan ought to be reviewed and/or what 

function ought to be practiced (Kuban, 1996; McCreight, 2011). The literature stated and the 

survey and interviews confirmed that once the scope is determined (how big or small the 

exercise will be), this step can help determine what type of exercise it will be, so if it will be a 

tabletop exercise or a more complex full-scale exercise, and also what scenario will be used. This 

permits the proper evaluation, that is, the measurable parameters of success; the exercise design 

team therefore needs to be able to clearly articulate the objectives of the exercise. The findings 

from the survey and interviews showed that understanding the scope of the exercise tends to 

happen before the type of exercise can be determined.  

This phase gives direction to the exercise. This is done by writing a purpose statement for 

an exercise since it provides guidance about what the exercise is trying to accomplish. The 

purpose identifies which section of the emergency plan needs to be reviewed and/or what 

function needs to be practiced (Fagel, 2012; Government of Alberta, 2012; Government of 

Ontario, 2016; Kuban, 1996; McCreight, 2011;). The literature findings identified that once the 
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purpose has been defined the exercise design team can be assembled and the training audience 

confirmed.  

The literature suggested that creating of objectives, determining exercise scope and 

giving the exercise purpose comes after an assessment has been done. The survey suggest that 

once an assessment has been done, the objectives and scope of the exercise must be created. The 

interviews were able to reinforce this idea by stating the importance of setting clear and 

measurable objectives and ensuring the scope is well defined.  

Establish narrative events, tasks, and create exercise structure. The third phase is to 

establish narrative events by writing major and minor events, tasks, and create exercise structure. 

It was identified in the literature that during this functional phase major and minor events are 

written to further the scenario and objectives. At this point in the exercise design process, the 

exercise designer (or design team) ought to have a firm understanding of the organizational and 

participant needs, have a solid purpose statement, and have created meaningful objectives for the 

exercise. The literature findings identified the need to create narrative events and tasks to help 

the scenario move along based on the objectives created. The survey and interview findings were 

able to expand on this by reinforcing the need to have a realistic narrative for the exercise 

scenario. Interview respondents indicated the need to have a realistic scenario in order to be able 

to have a successful training experience for participants (Black, personal communication, July 

13, 2016; Blue, personal communication, July 4 2016; White L., personal communication, June 

29, 2016). To create a strong narrative, major and minor events are needed. A major event is “a 

list of likely problems resulting from a disaster scenario which are expected events (based on 

case studies or operational plans) as it coincides with the exercise objectives” (Government of 

Alberta, 2012; Government of Ontario, 2016). A minor event “refers to problems within major 
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events that are specific in nature and normally require an operational response” (Government of 

Alberta, 2012; Government of Ontario, 2016). The literature and interview findings identified 

that these are the events that will keep the scenario moving forward during the exercise. For each 

of the inputs created in the exercise, the exercise designer must evaluate the expected outcome 

and also examine different outcomes that could result from that input. To create a solid exercise, 

the exercise designer must be ready to deal with the different outcomes that might arise from 

each input and know how to keep the exercise on track even if participants derail from the 

expected outcome on the inputs provided.  This is the phase where the overall structure of the 

scenario ought to be designed (McCreight, 2011). This phase of the exercise design process is 

meant to give the exercise designer more structure and help with documentation for the exercise.  

Devise message options, prepare messages, and structure management. This is the 

fourth of the functional phases. This phase includes preparing the messages “by which expected 

actions are brought about” (Government of Alberta, 2012, p. 134). The options for these 

messages can be pre-scripted in the exercise design, or spontaneous to be “developed when 

players react in different ways” (Government of Alberta, 2012, p. 134). The messages "support 

and compliment the exercise narrative and are crafted with the exercise objectives in mind” 

(Government of Ontario, 2016). Preparing messages will allow the exercise to stay on track and 

be prepared to meet exercise objectives. Interview respondents noted that ensuring when 

messages, and how messages are delivered, allows the exercise to have the element of realism. 

As previously mentioned, interviewees stressed the importance of maintaining realism 

throughout the exercise in order to have a successful learning experience for participants (Black, 

personal communication, July 13, 2016; White L., personal communication, June 29, 2016; Blue, 
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personal communication, July 4 2016). This preparation of messages creates a strong message 

structure in the exercise that can help create realism.  

A component of structure management is that the exercise design team will need to 

ensure that there is a clear communication plan on how exercise staff will communicate and how 

participants will communicate (Government of Alberta, 2012). This is where it will be 

established how participants will be notified of the exercise, including the creation of 

informational briefing packages and schedules as well as any outstanding logistical pieces 

including the evaluation, control, and communication plan (Fagel, 2012; Government of Ontario, 

2016). This phase is meant to ensure communication processes between exercise staff and 

participants is smooth, and as with all other phases, properly documented.  

The literature identified preparing messaging as the next sequential step. The survey and 

interviews were able to augment this information by adding that during this phase message 

options and structure management should also be looked at. 

 Practice the exercise. Lastly, there is a need to practice the exercise. Some survey 

respondents made the recommendation to pilot the exercise with some of the participants who 

would not be playing in the real exercise in order to identify any areas of weakness in the 

structure of the exercise. Having a dry-run of the exercise before it goes ‘live’ to participants will 

help identify some of the logistical gaps that may exist. Once the exercise is complete, 

respondents noted that the follow-up with stakeholders and participants is important to 

adequately capture areas for improvement. The need to practice before implementing an exercise 

was not an item that was mentioned in the literature. 

Additional Consideration 
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There were two items that were found that did not fit in any of the steps already 

mentioned but needed to be considered throughout the exercise design process. The first was the 

development of appropriate reports was identified by study participants as being important so 

that the right information was going to the right people at the right time. So, the right reports had 

to be created for simulators, evaluators, and all other relevant exercise staff, and this includes the 

debriefing package. When creating the reports, respondents also noted that exercise participants 

need to know the after-action review requirements. Respondents felt strongly that exercise 

planning documentation was important to ensure that plans were adequately tested and that the 

plan review/revision after the exercise could be comprehensive. This documentation could 

include, exercise proposal, previous exercise reports, and participants’ training plans. Proper 

documentation of the exercise creates future opportunities for training opportunities. 

Respondents noted that one did not need to “shy away” from knowing what worked well and 

what needs improvement, since this is one of the main goals of conducting an emergency 

exercise, without the proper documentation on potential identified gaps, there can be a missed 

opportunity for future improvement. One of the interviewees stated “without good 

documentation things get forgotten and we make mistakes” (Black, personal communication, 

July 13, 2016). Some literature (FEMA, 2008; Justice Institute of British Columbia, 2009; 

Kuban, 1996) also indicated that documentation was something to consider throughout the 

exercise design process, however the study findings expanded on the particular documentation 

needs. 

The second is the need to have safety systems. Kuban (1996), the Justice Institute of 

British Columbia (2009), the Government of Alberta (2012), and the Government of Ontario 

(2016) state that safety systems need to be in place, such as establishing a safety phrase to ensure 
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that actual emergencies are not missed by participants thinking they are simulated exercise 

injects. These safety systems need to be considered through each step of an operations-based 

exercise to ensure that participants can safely perform all tasks being requested of them.  

Recommendations  

Emergency management is a relatively young and growing field, and the need for 

advancements in practice is becoming apparent. This study aimed to bring insight to the exercise 

design processes used by professionals in the emergency management field in Canada. Through 

the analysis of the findings from the literature, survey, and interviews there are two 

recommendations that this study makes. 

The literature review identified that there are two approaches when it comes to exercise 

design. The first approach suggests that exercise design has specific steps of steps to be 

performed in a certain sequence (Dettinger, et al., 2012; Sinclair, Doyle, & Johnston, 2012; van 

Harperen, 2015). The second approach suggested a more fluid view of the design process, with 

the view that certain elements have to be in place (Sinclair, Doyle, & Johnston, 2012; Dettinger, 

et al., 2012; van Harperen, 2015; Lonka, 2005; Kuban, 1996). Based on analysis of the literature, 

the survey data, and the interview data, it would appear that the second approach, a more fluid 

approach, seems to be closer to participants approach to exercise design. In this regard, there 

does not need to be a set number of steps that have to take place in exercise design, but there are 

a number of elements that cannot be overlooked. Through review of the literature, six key 

functional areas were identified where there was apparent agreement between the various authors 

about design activities. The survey results were able to confirm the processes included these key 

areas, while the interviews were able to expand on the design process and considerations. 

Through this analysis of the process of emergency exercise design, the first recommendation 
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from this study is to follow five main phases in sequence: (a) assessment; (b) review exercise 

training plan, determine exercise type, and create objectives by considering participants; (c) 

establish tasks, narrative events, and creative exercise structure; (d) devise message options, 

structure management, and prepare messages; and, (e) practice the exercise. These five phases of 

exercise design represent the main elements based on literature findings and reinforced by the 

survey and interview findings. These are the five phases that, if followed, a professional can use 

to design an exercise. Understanding these five phases begins to build an understanding on how 

exercises are designed based on available literature and real-life application. 

 A second recommendation from this study, in addition to following the five phases, is to 

ensure stakeholders are engaged throughout the entire process. The literature did not provide a 

lot of detail on this, but both the survey and the interviews emphasized the need to ensure 

stakeholders are engaged through the entire process of exercise design in order to have a 

meaningful training experience for participants. Interview respondents were able to expand on 

the need for both internal and external stakeholder involvement. They identified this as an 

important and challenging component in exercise design. Interviewees indicated that the realism 

of the scenario chosen could be contingent on the involvement of the right stakeholder group. 

Some interviewees also noted that when people feel involved in the design process, it can help to 

engage participants to ensure the lessons being taught at the exercise are actually being learned 

(Grey, personal communication, July 4, 2016; White L., personal communication, June 29, 

2016).  

Future Research 

As noted in the literature review chapter, there are multiple post-secondary and public 

institutions that provide exercise design methodology and processes. The research performed as 
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part of this study has highlighted what is actually being done in a limited set of different types of 

organizations across Canada in terms of exercise design process. To further research on exercise 

design in practice in Canada, future studies could strive for broader representation across 

Canada. The survey questions for a future study could also be open ended instead of the pre-set 

options provided in this in order to learn more about how practitioners go through the process of 

designing an exercise. Future research could also give attention to including participants from 

different types of sectors, as well as investigating how exercise design practices are influenced 

by organizational type. Future studies could also examine the extent and depth of stakeholder 

engagement. All interviewees indicated stakeholder engagement as a major part of the exercise 

design process that needs to be interwoven through all stages, it would therefore be worthwhile 

to have a study examining the different ways professionals engage their stakeholders and the 

effect of stakeholder engagement on the success of the exercise.  

Conclusion 

The purpose of this study was to discover how Canadian emergency management 

professionals designed their exercises and the common elements in the exercise design practice. 

This study examined the available literature on the topic to find the methodology of how to 

design an exercise and then examined the process that emergency management professionals are 

using to design exercises. Through the literature review it became clear that while there is 

significant emphasis on the importance of exercising, there is limited discussion on the exercise 

design process and there is no current unifying theory or model of exercise design.  

The purpose of this study was to gain insight into emergency management exercise 

design practices in organizations within Canada and to offer guidance about the exercise design 

process.  This study analyzed how emergency management professionals design exercises and 
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the common steps in their design processes. The findings suggest there are five major phases in 

the exercise design process that need to be addressed when designing an exercise More research 

is needed since it is challenging to create a generalization based on the small sample size from 

this study but this study was a first step in understanding the exercise design process used by a 

small sample of professionals in Canada who have experience and responsibility for designing 

emergency management exercises for their organizations,.  There are a lot of opportunities in the 

future to continue expanding this area of research. 
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Appendix 

Appendix A: Survey Questions 

1) Where are you based? 

 British Columbia 

 Alberta 

 Saskatchewan 

 Manitoba 

 Ontario 

 Quebec 

 New Brunswick 

 Prince Edward Island 

 Newfoundland and Labrador 

 Yukon 

 Northwest Territory 

 Nunavut 

 

 

2) What is your professional background? Check all that apply 

 Fire 

 Military 

 Police 

 Provincial Government 

 Federal Government 

 Industry 

 Municipality/local government 

 NGO/non-profit 

 Public-Private partnership 

 Other 

 

3) How long have you been working in the emergency management field? 

 1-5 years 

 6-10 years 

 11-15 years 

 16+ years 
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4) Over the last 5 years how many emergency exercise-related activities have you been 

involved with? 

 

d
es

ig
n

 

ev
al

u
at

io
n

 

C
o
n
d
u
ct

 

1-3    

4-6    

7+    

 

5) Where did you acquire your knowledge regarding exercise design? Check all that apply. 

 No formal training 

 On the job training 

 Public sector courses 

 Industry delivered courses 

 Post- Secondary courses 

 Oher 
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6) Please sequence the activities you would take in the exercise design process. (Leave 

blank the activities you do NOT follow) 
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1              

2              

3              

4              

5              

6              

7              

8              

9              

10              

11              

12              

13              
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7) What, if any, additional steps should be taken in emergency exercise design that were not 

mentioned above? 

 

8) Please identify the INTERNAL stakeholders (if any) that you engage in your exercise 

design process. 

 

9) Please identify the EXTERNAL stakeholders (if any) that you engage in your exercise 

design process.  

 

10) What are your typical objectives when designing an emergency exercise? List all that 

apply. 

 Test Plans 

 Test Personnel 

 Test equipment or resources 

 Meet policy requirements 

 Meet legislated mandate 

 Other 

 

11) From your experience with emergency exercises what else would you recommend as 

necessary steps and considerations? 

 

Thank you for your responses. This study involves a 30-45-minute interview to refine the 

information provided through the questionnaire. Would you be willing to be interviewed? 

 Yes (please provide your contact 

details below) 

 No (thank you again) 

How may I contact you? 
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Appendix B: Interview Guide 

 

The purpose of this interview is to better understand how Canadian emergency management 

exercises are designed and why this is the method selected. If at any point during this interview I 

ask you something that you don’t wish to discuss, please let me know and we will move on. If at 

any point during this interview you want to stop, please let me know and we can stop to reassess 

whether and how we want to continue. It is important that you feel comfortable guiding and 

shaping this conversation about your experiences.  

 

This interview will take no more than 60 minutes. Your answers will be held in confidentiality, 

and you have the right to withdraw at any time in the interview.  

 

Before we start I would like to review the consent form you signed earlier and provide an 

opportunity for you to ask any questions you might have about the consent form before the 

interview 

 

Interview Prompts 

 

Before we start with the content of the interview, would you please tell me a little about 

yourself? 

 

Possible prompts explore: 

 

• What type of organization do you currently (or most recently) work for 

o Public, private or non-profit 

• How long have you been working in emergency management? 

• How long have you been involved in emergency exercise design or conduct?  

• How did you get in to emergency management? 

 

Experience 

 

Can you walk me through your exercise design process? 

 

Factors to ask when discussing the exercise design process 

 

• Who is directly involved in the exercise design process? 

• How often do you need to do an exercise? 

 

 

Motivation 

 

Why is this the method your organization uses? 

 

What would cause you to deviate from this method? 
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Best Practices 

In your experience what have been the most challenging elements or activities related to exercise 

design? 

What solutions did you find worked for you at that time? 

What would you consider are best practices in your process of designing an exercise? 

Closing 

Is there anything else that you would like to add? Do you have any questions? 

 

Thank you for taking the time to share your thoughts and experiences so openly. To ensure I 

capture the information you provided me today accurately I will share a summary of the final 

report with you if you want. 
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Appendix C: Ethics Approval 

 


